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ECONOMIC OPTItJiUI\J! OPERATING CONDITIONS 
FOR THE GAS-COMBUSTION RETORT 
I. 	 INTRODUCTION 
It is desirable to design and operate the Gas-Combustion 
Retort at high shale mass rates in order to minimize investment 
in retort aoos sectional area. Shale mass rate being defined 
as the shale mass velocity in pounds per hour per square feet 
of retort crossection. However, increasing mass rate reduces 
yield which increases the cost of mining and crushing per 
barrel of oil produced. Yields can be increased by reducing 
raw shale size, but this increases crushing costs and fines 
produced. If the fines have to be discarded, increased fines 
results in increased mining and crushing cost per barrel. The 
optimum conditions to design and operate a commercial retort 
are not readily obvious because of these interactions and num­
erous other choices of design criteria which interact with 
yield and retorting costs. Since we want to demonstrate 
commercial retorting conditions on Retort No.3, an economic 
optimization study was made to define the follow'ing optimum 
operating conditions: 
1. 	 Maximum shale size from crushing plant. 
2. 	 Minimum number of size fractions. 
3. 	 Optimum shale mass rate. 
4. 	 Optimum air and recycle gas rates. 
Retort No. 2 data was screened for reliability and analyzed 
to define the process interactions. A computer program was 
developed to calculate the overall cost to produce 50,000 barrels 
per day of raw shale oil based on correlations developed from 
Retort No. 2 data and our best cost information. An IBM 1620 
computer located at Nesa College in Grand Junction, Colorado 
was used to make the calculations. 
II. 	 CONCLUSIONS 
A. 	 The economic maximum shale size is 2 to 2 1/2-inches; 
under most situations the 2-inch maximum is optimum 
but the penalty for increasing maximum size to 
3-inch is less than 1 1/2 cents per barrel. 
B. 	 The retorts should be designed and operated at the 
highest shale mass rate consistent with good operability. 
This would be about 500 lbs/(Hr} (Ft2) based on Retort 
No. 2 experience. The penalty for reducing the mass 
rate of the large size fraction to 400 lbs/(Hr) (Ft2) 
is no more than 1 cent per barrel. 
- 7 ­
C. 	 A two size-fraction retort shale feed is 1/2 to 4 
cents per barrel more attractive than a one-fraction 
feed: and has an overall yield advantage of 2 to 5 
vol% raw shale Fischer Assay. The determining factor 
for selecting the number of size fractions will be the 
operability of each developed with Retort No. 3 
experience. 
D. 	 The incentive for retorting fines, at a cost about 
50% higher than for retorting the larger shale, is 
4 to 7 cents per barrel. 
E. 	 The incentive for retorting 35 gallons per ton shale 
instead of 30 gallons per ton shale is 16 cents per 
barrel if basic mining costs do not increase: an 
increase in basic mining and crushing cost of 10 
cents per ton reduces this incentive to 2 cents per 
barrel. 
F. 	 The effect of size fractionation and mass rate on 
yield and operability should be confirmed on Retort 
No. 3 at optimum gas rates and the economics recal­
culated to pinpoint the optimum commercial conditions. 
III. 	DETAILED DISCUSSION 
A. 	 Process Bases 
1. 	 Overall Plant 
The complex optimized in this study is a m~n~ng­
crushing-retorting plant to produce 50,000 barrels 
per day of raw shale oil as diagrammodin Figure 1. 
The subsequent refining, pipelining, etc., were not 
included since they have no effect on the optimum 
retort design or operating conditions (the study is 
based on a constant oil production whose properties 
are not significantly affected by retorting condi­
tions). The base cases evaluated, retort 30 gallons 
per ton oil shale; 35 and 40 gallons per ton shale 
were 	evaluated in the sensitivity analyses. 
2. 	 Crushing Plant Product 
Two of the specific objectives of this optimization 
study are to determine the optimum maximum shale 
size and number of size fractions to be screened. 
Therefore crusher product size distribution were 
estimated for 3 inches minus, 2 1/2 inches minus, 
2 inches minus, and 1 1/2 inches minus. The estimates 
were based on estimates supplied to us from Nordberg 
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PRELIMINARY SHALE SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR 
































Figure 3). Our crushing plant data more closely 
resembled the McLanahan distribution, therefore it 
was used as the basis and the desired distribution 
for the 3 inches, 2 1/2 inches, 2 inches, and 1 1/2 
inches at 98% drawn parallel to the ~lcLanahan dis­
tribution. From these four distribution of crusher 
plant products the size distributions of contiguous 
size fractions were calculated assuming a screening 
efficiency which produced 5% undersize and 2% over­
size in the product. The amount of fines and various 
size fractions produced in these screening operations 
are summarized on Table 1. The size distribution 
and size characterizations for these size ranges 
are shown in Figures 4,5, and 6. Variation in screen­
ing efficiency was also investigated in the sensitivity 
analyses described later. 
3. Process Effects On Yield 
Retort No. 2 data was carefully screened by the 
Retort and Engineering Analyses Groups for relia­
bility and then analyzed to extract the effects of 
process variables. The data judged good are summarized 
with the Run Numbers on Table 2. The process variable 
effects on yield were developed from linear regression 
analyses of numerous equations incorporating what 
our experience and knowledge of the fundamentals in­
dicated were potential relationships. This is a form 
of curve fitting by trial and error using the correla­
tion coefficient, the error about the regressions 
and comparison of predicted yields for the demonstra­
tion runs as a measure of the fit. The base cases 
in the optimization calculations used the following 
best equation developed from all Retort No. 2 data 
except yields from the demonstration run on 1/4 to 1 
inch shale (Runs 966-969T) which were not available 
at the time: 
(Equation 1) 

Y = 68.3 -1.20Dv2 -7.7l0v/Da +1.39R +O.07M +O.36A 

t(here: Y = Yield, vol% raw shale Fischer Assay. 
Ov = Weight mean particle size, inches. 
Oa = Surface mean particle size excluding 
particles smaller than 8 mesh, inches. 
R = Recycle gas rate, MSCF/T.
M = Raw shale mass rate C lbs/{Hr) (Ft2). 
A = Raw shale Fischer Assay, gallons per ton. 

















COW1ERCIAL OIL SHALE CRUSHING 
PRODUCT SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
Data Received from ~·1cLanahan 
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AMOUNT OF VARIOUS SIZE FRACTIONS IN ESTIMATED 
.Cm~1ERCIAL CRUSING PLANT PR015UC:f'i'--- ­
Bases: Data from McLanahan and Preliminary Nordberg estimates. 
Maximum Size (98%), 3 2 1/2
inch -------- ­
Screening Bases(l) __l_ 2 1 2 
Fractions, Nt. % Mine Run 
One Fra~tion, inch 
95.8 91.6 
Fines 2.6 5.8 
1/4 to Max. 97.4 94.2 
4.2 8.4 
Two Fraction, inches 
22.6 25.0 
1 to Max. 75.2 70.5 
1/4 to 1 18.1 20.5 
69.5 63.2 
Fines 6.6 9.0 7.9 11.8 
43.7 46.1 
1 1/2 to 2 
1/4 to 1 1/2 
49.5 43.2 
6.8 . 10.7Fines 
1/4 to 3/4 





Three Fractions, inches 
15.5 18.1 
3/4 to 1 1/2 21.1 21.4 26.8 26.6 
1 1/2 to Max. 59.0 53.8 
1/4 to 3/4 13.1 15.2 
49.5 43.2 
Fines 6.8 9.6 8.2 12.1 
1/4 to 3/4 

3/4 to 1 1/4 I 




(1) Screening Bases: 1 = Product contains 5% 










































































ESTIMATED COf\IHERCIAL SHALE SIZE DIS'1'~IBUTIOi-J FOIt 4 AND I-INCH PLUS SHALE 































ES'I'UmTED Cm'1~mRCIAL SHALE SI:t:E DIS'lIRIBU'rrON FOR 1 1/4 AND 1 1/2-INCH PLUS SHALE 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This equation had the benefit of a hypothetical ultimate 
yield of 93 vol% (based on bench scale data) as well 
as Retort No. 1 study of a large variation in raw shale 
Fischer Assay as tabulated on Table 2. 
A plot of the measured versus calculated yields 
using Equation 1 is shown on Figure 7. The 1/4 to 1 
inch demonstration run, which was not available for the 
regression, is also included in this plot. This analysis 
showed the following significant process variable 
effects: 
a. Yield increases 
decreased. 
as raw shale size range is 
b .. Yield increases 
increased. 
as recycle rate (SCF/T) is 
c. Yield increases as Fischer Assay of the raw 
shale increases. 
d. Yield increases as the weight average 
particle size decreases. 
Shale mass rate, per se, had very little influence 
on yield other than the indirect effect of requiring 
lower recycle rate with increasing mass rate in order 
to maintain stability. This indirect effect causes 
a reduction in yield as shale mass rate is increased. 
Since the equation did not fit the 1/4 to 1 inch 
results as well as desired, the equation was used 
only to adjust demonstration run yield to estimated 
commercial conditions. The major differences were in 
shale size range and assay. The esti~ated commercial 
conditions and the adjusted yields used in the base 
optimization calculation are summarized on Table 3. 
The poor prediction of yields from 1/4 to 1 inch 
shale using Equation 1 indicated that there is an 
interaction of recycle gas rate with particle size. 
Therefore additional regression analyses were carried 
out to develop an equation which would fit all the 
data better than Equation 1. The analyses showed 
that the non-interacting effect of particle size 
could be expressed just as well by Dv instead Dv2 
as used in Equation 1. Also, the simple interaction 
of particle size with recycle gas rate, CDv) (R), 
adequately predicted the yields on 1/4 to 1 inch 
shale. Since mass rate showed very little effect 
in all previous analyses, it was dropped as a varia­
ble in this final analysis. The following equation 
fit the entire data the best: 
(Equation 2) 
Y = 115.3 -3S.6SDv -7.924Dv/Da -1.476R +2.l66RDv 
+O.3086A 
'PIGUnE 7 
FI!{.ST GOOD REGRESSION lU{]\LYSIS FOR FFFFC,:[' OF' PPOCESS VAPIABLES ON YIELD 
EQUATION1fO. 8 
YTeld = 68.3 --l.2Dv2 -7.71Dv/Da +1.39R +0.07!v1 +O.36A 
where: 	 Yield:::: Vol % Ra'\v Shale F'ischer Assay recovered. 
Dv = weight mean averaae particle diameter, inches. 
Da :::: Surface mean averaqe particle diameter, inches. 
R :::: Recycle aas rate, MSCF/Ton. 
A = Fischer ~ssay of raw shale, ~AL/Ton. 
M = Shale Mass Rate Clbs/(Hr) (Ft ) 
RANGE OF APPLICABILITY: 	 Mass Rate 
Dv Da R lbs/ (Hr) (Ft2 ) A 
0.9-1.2 0.8-1.0 14-15 300 - 500 28-30 
1.6-2.0 1.4-1.9 13-16 300 - 500 26-32 




<1D ­ o 
,9(1 
88 ~ o 
Predicted 
Yield, 
Vol % RSFA 
67 . o 
80 - 0 







-X':::--lj4 i. - 1" 
0- 3/4" - 1 1/2" 
D ­ 111 - 2 1/2 II 
0- Full Range 
·0, A, [],. 0 - Demonstration Run 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Where: Y = Yield, vo1% raw shale Fischer Assay. 
Ov = Weight mean particle size, inches. 
Oa = Surface mean particle size excluding 
particles smaller than 8 mesh, inches. 
R = Recycle gas rate, ~1SCF/T. 
A = Raw shale Fischer Assay, gallons per ton. 
A plot of the measured versus calculated yields
using Equation 2 is shown on Figure 8. This equation 
resulted in a correlation coefficient of 93% and a 
standard error about the regression of only ±1.0 
vo1% RSFA compared to the error before regression of 
±2.8 vo1%. It results in the same process effects as 
listed for Equation 1, but has a variable effect of 
recycle gas rate - no effect for 1/2-inch particles 
up to nearly a 3 vo1% improvement per MSCF/T for 
2-inch particles. The equation should predict yields 
to ±2 vo1% for 95% confidence. The demonstration 
runs are predicted to wi thin 1 vo1% which is ''Ii thin 
the 95% confidence limits of the measured yield and 
measured process variables. This equation should be 
used with caution for extrapolating effects beyond 
the range of data included. For example, the equation 
predicts a 2.8 vo1% improvements in yield per .HSCF/T 
increase in recycle for 2.0 inch weight mean particle 
size and a 5 vo1%/MSCF/T for 3-inch particle. The 
5 vo1% rate of yield improvement does not seem 
reasonable. As long as the equation is used within 
the particle size range of 0.6 to 1.8 inches the 
results appear very reasonable. Since Equation 2 
fits the data as well as could be expected based on 
the precision of experimental measurements, any 
attempt to fit a more complex equation would be 
mostly speculation. A more complex equation is 
required to predict yields for average particle sizes 
over 1 3/4 inches. Yield Equation No. 2 was used 
on an absolute J.Jasis for recalculating yields in 
order to investigate the sensitivity of yield 
estimates on the conclusions developed by adjusting 
measured yields with Equation No.1. These yields 
are included in Table 3 for comparison with the 
base case yields. 
4. Air Rate Requirements 
The minimum air requirement for the Gas-Combustion 
Retort calculated by the math model is 3,800 to 
4,800 SCF/T for recycle gas rates between 17,000 
and 10,000 SCF/T. Retort No.2 experience indicated 
similar air requirements as well as additional air 
requirement for increasing shale size or reduced 
number of air injection bayonets as shown in Figure 9. 
FIGURE 8 

LATEST REGPES8IQ}:·I AT'"!ALYSIS FOR £F'F'ECT OF PROCFSS VAP-I.i'\BLFS ON YIEI,D----_.-
EQUA'l'IOl\f No.2: 

Yleld-=-r15~ 35.65 Dv - 7.92 DV/Da - 1.48R + 2.17RDv + 0.309A 

where: 	 Yield = Vol % Raw Shale Fischer Assay recovered 

Dv = weight mean average DaTt~.c'~ ~i~mp~pr. inches 

Da = Surface mean average particle diameter, inches 

R = Pecycle gas rate, MSCF/Ton 

A = Fischer Assay of raw shale, gal/ton 

RANGE OF APPLICABILITY: 
~'ass Rate oS 
Nomi.nal Particle Size Dv Da R Ibs/ (hr.) (ft··) "fJ.. 
500--­174=-1 	Inch- o."""b-"""o:1f "D.5-o.7 n-=r4' LT-"3IJ­
3/4 -1 1/2 Inch 0.9-1.2 0.8-1.0 14-15 300 - 500 28-30 
1 - 2 1/2 Inch 1.6-2.0 1.4-1.9 13-16 300 - 500 26-32 
1/4 - 2 1/2 Inch 1.2-1.4 0.6-1.0 12-15 300 - 500 27-30 
SIGl'JIFIC]\FCF: : 
CorrelatIon Coefficient == 93% 
Standard Error, Vol % RSFA: 
Be,fore 'Regression ± 2.8 
After Regression ± 1.0 
<:'/1 -' 
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FIGURE 9 
AIR AND RECYCLE GAS RATES USED IN ECONOMIC OP'!'nnZATION STUDY 
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5. Recycle Gas Rate Requirements 
The Gas-Combustion Retort is gas velocity limlted which 
limits the amount of recycle which can be employed. 
For every shale mass rate there is a gas velocity 
above \'lhich the process becomes unstable because 
excessive dust and oil accumulation in voids between 
particles causes shale flow stoppage and gas channel­
ling. Increasing shale mass rate removes some of the 
dust, but the limiting recycle rate in SCF/T is 
reduced as shale mass rate increases. Although this 
limit is not well defined, an estimate of what the 
engineers operating the retort believe is the limita­
tion is also shown in Figure 9. This limitation was 
used in our base cost, but because of its uncertainty 
the effect of varying recycle by 1,000 SCF/T was 
examined in the sensitivity analyses. 
6. Bed Height Requirement 
Yields reduce as offgas temperature increases and 
the low point of the offgas limits the minimum 
temperature between 120 to 140 F. Increased bed 
height is required as shale particle size increases 
in order to maintain this minimum temperature. 
Retort No. 2 experience also indicated additional 
bed height was required below the air distributor 
as shale particle size was increased. The total bed 
height requirement was correlated best with the 
surface mean diameter of the particle (excluding 
particles less than 8 mesh). The correlation used 
in the economics is shown in Figure 10. 
7. Air And Recycle Blower Head Requirements 
The pressure loss across the gas distributors, gas 
ducting, mist recovery equipment, and other gas 
handling facilities exclusive of the retort was 
assumed to be designed for a total of 2 psi. It 
was also assumed that the vent gas would be vented 
from the system at the pressure after the recycle
blowers for use as fuel in stearn boilers, or other 
means of disposal which could use it at about 2 psig. 
The pressure loss across the retort was estimated 
from Retort No. 2 experience. After completion of 
this economic study a regression analysis was made 
using the pressure drop data presented in Table 2. 
This analysis resulted in the following equations 
for calculating retort pressure losses quite precisely: 
FIGURE 10 

PRELIMINARY BED HEIGHT REQUIRENENTS FOR COl':STAN'J' 1350P OFFf.:l\S TFNPFRhTURE 
X 500 Ibs/ (hr) (ft2) 
o 400 Ibs/(hr) (ft2 ) 
A - 300 Ibs/(hr) (ft2) 
. NevI Data 
o - 400 Ibs!(hr) (ft2) 


























At Constant Shale and Gas Rates: 
(Hgas) (Cpgas) (T2 - T offgas) = UAb T 
UA~ T = function of Bed Height8 
Da 
. 
,~' for constant offgas temperature6 







O.S ·Q.8 1>0 1.2 lri} J.B 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.0 
Particle Diameter - Da, Inches 
-	 12 ­
-19.324 +3. 49LnT -1. 50Ln~1 -1.89Da +1.05Dv 
+0.064lA :1:0.01 
Ln(Lfdl> = -9.294 -0.0543LnR +1.82lLnH :1:0.03 
Where: ~R = Pressure loss across entire retort, 
inches of water. 
~T = Pressure gradient across the retort 
section above the air distributor, 
inches of water per foot. 
6PB = Pressure gradient across the retort 
section below the air distributor, 
inches of water per foot. 
HT = Height of shale bed between air dis­
tributors and recycle distributors, 
feet. 
T 	= Total offgas velocity, SCF/(Hr) (Ft2) • 
= 1.55 Air + Recycle, with air and 
recycle in SCF/(Hr) (Ft2).
R = Recycle gas velocity, SCF/(lIr) (Ft2). 
lvl = Raw shale mass rate, lbs/ (Hr) (Ft2) • 
A = Raw shale Fischer Assay, gallons per 
ton. 
Dv = Weight mean particle size, inches. 
Oa = Surface mean particle size, inches. 
(Excluding particles less than 8 
mesh) • 
B. Cost Bases 
1. General 
A capitalized cost technique was used in this 
optimization study where the cost for producing 
50,000 barrels per day of shale oil was calculated 
as the direct operating costs plus 10% discounted 
cash flow rate of return on investment. The following 
bases were used to develop these costs. 
a. IS-year project life. 
b. l5-year sum-of-the-years digits depreciation. 
c. 50% Federal Income Tax. 
d. 7% Federal Tax Credit. 
e. Power was purchased at l¢/KwHr. 
Land costs and depletion allowance were not included. 
Also, some variable costs such as working capital, 
access roads, water development, general office 
- 13 ­
facilities, yard facilities, tankage and pipeline 
terminal were not included. These costs will be a 
constant cost per barrel of shale oil and therefore 
will not influence the optimization of the mining­
crushing-retorting complex. 
2 • r1ining: Cost 
Mining costs of 47.6 cents per ton at a production 
level of 84,000 tons per day ,were used in this study.
This cost was the result of a mining cost study 
and published in Technical r1emorandum No. 66-5 
"Preliminary Cost Study on Underground lUning of 
Oil Shale By the Room and Pillar Method. If Daily 
mining costs were varied by the 0.8 power of daily 
production when mine production varied between 
cases because of changes in yield. 
3. Crushing Cost 
Crushing costs were developed from process and 
cost data supplied to us from Nordberg and A11is­
Chalmers. The plant was designed around gyratory 
primary crushers feeding cone secondary crushers. 
Cone tertiary crushers were used to crush down to 
the 1 1/2 inch maximum size. Nordberg supplied 
cost data on their gyratory and cone crushers for 
this cost estimate. A crushing plant designed 
around single roll priMary crushers fo11o\rled by 
double roll secondary crushers may be more economical; 
however, A11is-Cha1mer, who favors this type of a 
plant, will not have cost developed until the summer 
of 1967. In addition to the above data, Pan American 
Oil Company supplied us with a study they had made 
on crushing which was used to firm up operating costs 
and auxiliary equipment costs. The crushing plant 
cost developed for this optimization study includes 
a two-day storage of unscreened crusher product 
located underground and a separate screening facility 
for removing fines or producing narrow size ranges. 
A technical memorandum will be issued describing 
the details of this cost study. 
The base costs for producing 3 inches, 2 1/2 inches, 
2 inches and 1 1/2 inches including screening into 
two feed fractions and discarding 1/4 inch minus is 
summarized in Table 4. Incremental screening costs 
were estimated as fo11owsz 
Fractions produced (exc1. fines) 1 2 3 4 
Additional Cost, ¢/Ton -0.4 Base +0.1 +0.5 
TABLE 4 
ESTIMATED CRUSHING COSTS 
Bases 1. Gyratory Primary Crusher. 
2. Cone Secondary and Tertiary Crushers. 
3. 84,000 tons per day of mine run. 
4. 	 Includes Screening for producing two-fraction over 
1/4-inch. 
5. 10% DCF rate of return. 
Product Maximum Size, in. 3 2 1/2 2 1 1/2 
Number of Crushers 
Gyratory 	 2 2 2 2 
Cone 	 4 5 6 9 
Crushing Costs, ¢/ton 
Power 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Labor 1.1 1.1 1.1 .1.3 

Maintenance 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.6 

Insurance, taxes, and 

Overheads 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.7 

Return on Investment 8.0 8.4 8.6 9.7 





This screening cost is based on using triple deck 
screens, this may be optimistic; however, if only 
double deck can be used the differentials would 
increase by less than 0.5 cents per ton. The total 
cost would increase more than 0.5 cents per ton. 
The cost of screening the fourth fraction is 
approximate; it was only needed for the cases pro­
cessing three fractions plus half the fines. 
Daily crushing costs were varied by the 0.6 power 
of daily capacity for variation from 84,000 tons 
per day. 
4. 	 Retorting Costs 
Retorting costs were developed in the following 
three stages: 
a. 	 Base retorting costs as a function of 
shale mass rate and yield for a plant
producing 50,000 barrels per day using 
three unitized retorts operating with: 
(1) 	 4,000 SCF/T of air. 
(2) 	 12,000 SCF/T of recycle gas. 
(3) 	 18 feet of total bed height. 
(4) 	 2 psi pressure loss across the entire 
gas system. 
These base costs were developed during 
the summer of 1965 based on Retort No. 1 
results and are summarized in Figure 11. 
b. 	 Gas compression costs were adjusted from 
the base case for variations from the base 
gas rates and pressure loss. 
c. 	 Investment in the retort shell and struc­
ture was adjusted for variation in bed 
height from the base at a cost of $300,000 
on the entire plant per foot of bed height. 
The cost of retorting fines is based on achieving 
85 vol% yield retorting at the following conditions: 
200 lbs/(Hr) (Ft2) 
10 feet total bed height
5,000 SCF/T of air 
10,000 SCF/T of recycle gas 
--------FIGURF 11 
ESTH'LATFD RETOR'!'H1G COST EXCLUDING rUNING JI_ND CRUSnnTG 
-.~------- "-~--.--.---. 
Bases: 1. Producinq 50,000 R/D of shale oil. 
2. 10% DCF rate of return on investment. 
3. 4,000 SCF/T of air. 
4. 12,000 SCF/T of recycle qas. 
5. 18 feet of total bed heiaht. 
6. 2 Psi pressure loss accross entire Qas systew. 








This assumption results in a cost which is about 
50% higher than retorting normal particle sizes at 
500 mass rate. Our experimental attempts to retort 
8 mesh to 1/4 inch fines indicate that this type 
of operation is probably achievable. t:Je have had 
no success at retorting full range 1/4 inch minus 
fines and therefore have taken retorting half the 
fines (8 mesh to 1/4 inch) as one of the base case 
conditions. 
5. Fines and Spent Shale Disposal Cost 
A cost of 3 cents per ton was assumed for disposing 
of 68,000 tons per day of combined fines and spent 
shale (base case rates). The daily costs were 
varied by the 0.6 power for variations in the amount 
disposed. 
C. Bases For S~nsitivity Analyses 
The sensitivity of the conclusions to deviations from 






















9. DCF rate of 
Base 







the fines at 










+10 	 cents per ton 
a. 	 -5 cents per ton 
b. 	 Est. min. differential 
c. Est. max. differential 
Preliminary Nordberg 
Estimate (Figure 2) 
Nordberg bases (Figure 12) 
a. 	 Retorting all the 
fines 
b. 	 Discarding all the 
fines 
c. 	 Retorting half the 
fines at 300 mass rate 
Regression Equation 2 
(Table 3) 
+1,000 to 1,500 SCF/T 
a. 	 35 gallons per ton 
b. 40 gallons per ton 
20% 
FIGURE 12 
SCREENING EFFICIENCY FOR REASONABLE SCREENING COST 









































(use only when 
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Fines Screen Feed Wt. % 
-------~----.-------




D. 	 Method of Calculation 
An IBM 1620 Computer located at M:esa College in Grand 
Junction, Colorado was programmed to make the process
and cost calculations. This permitted us to evaluate 
over 	700 cases, which we could not have accomplished 
otherwise. The logic diagram for this program as well 
as the input form, the listing of equations, and a typical 
printout is attached as Appendix A. A summary of the 
costs calculated is presented in Table 5. 
E. 	 Results 
1. 	 Maximum Shale Size from Crushing Plant 
a. 	 Base Conditions 
The economic optimum maximum size appears to 
be about 2 inches as shown in Figure 13. The 
advantage of 2 inches maximum over 2 1/2 inch 
maximum is only about 1/2 cent. per barrel and 
1 cent per barrel advantage over 3 inch max­
imum. However, the disadvantage of crushing 
down 	 to 1 1/2 inch maximum is a significant 
3 1/2 cents per barrel. There is a large 
increase in crushing investment as well as 
in fines produced when reducing the maximum 
size 	from 2 inches to 1 1/2 inches. The 1 1/2 
inch 	maximum size appears to be definitely 
unattractive; whereas, improvements in yield 
on the larger particles could easily make the 
2 1/2 inch maximum the most attractive. 
b. 	 Effect of Retorting or Discarding of the 
Fines 
The 2 1/2 inch maximum sizes become the most 
attractive size if the fines have to be dis­
carded as shown in Figure 13. Retorting all the 
fines further increases the incentive for crush­
ing to 2 inch maximum size. 
c. 	 Effect of Optimistic Recycle Gas Rates 
Increasing recycle gas rate increases yield. 
Increasing the recycle gas rate on the large 
size-fractions by about 1,000 SCF/T results 
in making the 2 1/2 inch maximum size as 
attractive as the 2 inch maximum size. This 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ECONOMIC OPTIMUM MAXIMUM SEALE SIZE 
Bases: 1. Base retortinq conditions. 
2. 	 Minimum cost condition with respect to mass 























































































EFl?ECT OF CRUSHING COST, RECYCLE GAS Rh'lT, f;IZE DIS'l'PIBUTIm' A"'W 
y I ELD S O1'r OPT II':OJ\,1 jli,,!,: r i'D~,;'-slT.ZI-:Lrc; S r Z E 
Base Conditions: 1. 	 Yields adjusted froJ11 dernonstration runs 
using Regression Equation No.2. 
2. 	 Probable crushing cost using a ayratorv­
cone crushinq plant. 
3. 	 Retortina one-half the fines at 200 lbs/ 
(Hr) (Ft 2 ) achievina 85%. 
1\. 	 He Ie Gas Rates: 
+2. ',1 
+ I . 
<..') P'\' ,,," l'+ / (. \').cc"',J <- \('. 
(~~"r~\'~~ • 
o ~. 
13 t---S \?.."'.t..Li~ \ ~ 
ci ~._\. )- ......\ d 
-I ­
-2. 	 .I 
B. Yields and Size Dis 










d. Effect of Nordberg Size Distribution 
The preliminary estimate of crusher product 
size distributors by Nordberg has about 30% 
more shale less than 1/4 inch than the r1cLanahan 
data shown. This results in more net fines 
and increases total cost by about 1 cent per 
barrel, but has very little effect on the 
differential costs between maximum sizes as 
shown in Figure 14. 
e. Effect of Varying the Yield Relationship 
Yield Equation No. 2 (see bases) reduced but 
did not eliminate the advantage of 2 inch max­
imum size as shown in Figure 14. This ignores 
the advantage for 3 inch maximum size which 
resulted from the unreasonably high yield
(95%) predicted by Equation No. 1 for retort­
ing 1 1/2 to 3 inch shale at 300 mass rate. 
f. Effect of Varying Crushing Costs 
The effect of variation in the cost of incremental 
size reduction is also shown on Figure 14. The 
minimum estimated cost differentials also give 
2 inch minus shale as the optimum. However, 
3 inch minus shale is the most attractive with 
the maximum cost differentials for incremental 
size reduction. The results of this sensitivity 
study also support the choice of 2 1/2 inch 
minus shale for demonstration purposes. 
g. Effect of Varying the Number of Size-Fractions 
The cost advantage of 2 inch maximum over larger 
sizes remains about the same whether one, two, 
or three size-fractions are retorted as shown 
in Figure 15. 
h. Effect of Increased Mining Cost 
Increasing mining cost 10 cents per ton increased 
overall cost by 16 cents per barrel, but had no 
measurable effect on the cost differences between 
maximum sizes as shown on Figure 15. 
i. Effect of Increasing the Cost of Capital 
Increasing the required DCF rate of return on 
incremental investment from 10% to 20% increased 
FIGURE 15 

EFFECT OF' Nm,mp.R 01,' SIZE-FRJ\CTJONS, nnUrTG COST, RETURN O"?\~ INVrSrr"'lEI'TT, 
/" N D SEALt-jffcH}Jr~SSOtJ'<5P'J'I~m;1-~{:'CxfTf"lF'-s JT 7\ :Ci~---:sr7,r.-·-------
Base Conditions: 1. 30 qallon ner ton shale. 
2. 47.6¢ ner ton mininq cost. 
3. Retortina half the fines. 




B. Rate of Peturn and ~~ininCT Cost: . I
----"'"7·-:-·---:--·---:-c,.·.------...-.-.---'---~·-·-"""'.'-,.- . r 'l( ­
~ -r- '2.0'1.: PCI:" r<-"'\e. cQ. Y<2\u,.",.... " 
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C. Shale Richness: 
+33 -
Inches r)~',7Sn'7(~ cr' 
12/20/66 
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the advantage of the 2 inch maximum from about 
1/2 cent per barrel to 1 cent per barrel as 
shown in Figure 15. 
j. 	 Effect of Increasing the Richness of the 
Shale 
Increasing assay of the raw shale from 30 gallons 
per ton to 35 gallons per ton and to 40 gallons 
per ton only tended to slightly reduce the 
differences between maximum sizes. 
2. 	 Optimum Shale r~ass Rate 
a. 	 Base Conditions 
The economic optimum mass rate appears to be 
over 500 lbs/(Hr) (Ft2) as shown on Figure 16. 
Since operability problems are generally encount­
ered above 500 mass rate the retort should be 
designed and operated at the highest mass rate 
consistent with good operability. Retort No. 3 
experience should pinpoint when operability 
becomes controlling. There is a definite taper­
ing-off of the cost advantage as mass rate increases 
so that if 600 mass rate were operable it would 
be no more than 1 cent per barrel more attractive 
than 500 mass rate and probably very close to 
the optimum. Operating at 400 mass rate is no 
more than 1 cent per barrel less attractive than 
500 mass rate when retorting half or all the 
fines. 
b. 	 Effect of Varying the Yield Relationship 
The most recent yield relationship developed 
(Equation No. 2 under bases) still emphasizes 
the desirability to operate at the highest mass 
rate consistent with good operability as shown 
in Figure 17. However, with the three size­
fraction feed the 400 mass rate is slightly more 
attractive than 500 mass rate because of the 
significantly better yields on the 1 1/2 to 
2 1/2 inch fraction (90.3 vol% versus 87.4 volt). 
This result is somewhat questionable since this 
large size fraction is outside the range of 
data used to develop the equation. 
c. 	 Effect of Increasing the Cost of Capital 
Increasing the DCF rate of return on incremental 



















Ol'TP·1Utc1 SEALE r~]\SS FATF~ 
1. 30 gal/ton oil shale. 
Retorting half the fines at 200 
Ibs/(Hr) (Ft 2) achieving 85% yield. 
3. 2 1/2-inch maximum shale size. 
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Bases: 1. 2 1/2-inch maximum size s~ale. 
2. Retortinq half the fines for A, B, and C. 
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Effect of Fines Processinq: D. Fffect of Recvcle r;a~ Rate: 
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Shale r~.ass Rate, Ibs/(Hr).(F't 2 ) PWfnvocr 
1 ')~){\ Irr 
0 
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differences, as shown in Figure 17, since increas­
ing mass rate is primarily reducing investment. 
d. 	 Effect of Varying the I4ethod of Processing 
Fines 
Varying the method of processing fines has no 
effect on the optimum mass rate. 
e. 	 Effect of Increased Recycle Gas Rate 
Increasing the difference in recycle gas rate 
~o~ween 400 and 500 mass rate by 1,000 SCF/T 
over 	that used in the base case will shift the 
optimum to 400 mass rate as shown on Figure 18. 
This 	is a significant fact since the recycle gas 
rate 	limitation on a commercial retort may be 
different than what experience indicates for 
Retort No.2. Even for Retort No. 2 the recycle 
gas rate limitation (Figure 9) is not well 
defined and approximate. Again operating exper­
ience on Retort No. 3 is needed to establish 
this 	limit. 
3. 	 Optimum Number of Size-Fractions 
a. 	 Base Conditions 
Screening the crusher product into two size­
fractions above 1/4 inch appears the most attrac­
tive 	as shown on Figures 15 and 16. This is the 
result of yield increasing as size range is 
narrowed; presumably because the small particles, 
which contribute a disproportionate amount of 
heat 	transfer area, produce a temperature profile
which does not provide enough time for the large
particles at reasonable retorting temperatures. 
Therefore there is a cost advantage to screen 
into 	narrow fractions: however, this advantage 
is offset by additional cost to screen and an 
increased amount of fines to be discarded or 
retorted at a higher cost. A wide-range screened 
feed contains more fines (therefore, there is 
less net fines produced) since it is a larger 
percentage of mine run than a narrow size range 
and the fines are a constant percentage of the 
screened product. 
b. 	 Effect of Discarding all the Fines 
The incentive for the two size-fraction feed over 
one fraction is reduced from a little over 2 cents 
FIGUF'.E 18 






l. 	 Retorting 2 1/2-inch maximum size shale. 
2. 	 30 GAL/T oil shale. 
3. 	 Petortinq fines at 200 Ibs/(Hr) (Ft2 ) achievinq 
85% yield. 
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Shale r'"ass Rate 
PI·7SnV(10r 
1.2/20 / 66 
- 20 ­
per barrel when retorting half of the fines to 
only about 1/2 cent per barrel when discarding
all the fines as shown in Figure 18. If all the 
fines are retorted the incentive for fraction­
ation increases to 2 1/2 cents per barrel with 
the three fraction feed the most attractive by 
a very small margin. 
c. Effect of Increasing the Cost of Capital 
Increasing the DCF rate of return on investment 
from 10 to 20% increases the incentive for two 
size-fractions from 2 to 2 1/2 cents per barrel 
as shown in Figure 17-0. 
d. Effect of Mass Rate 
The incentive for size fractionation increases 
as mass rate decreases. At 400 mass rate the 
cost advantage for two size-fractions is 3 cents 
per barrel compared to the 2 cents per barrel 
at 500 mass rate. (Figure 16). 
e. Effect of Varying the Yield Relationship 
The new yield relationship (Equation No. 2 in 
bases) indicates a higher yield difference 
between narrow and wide range shale fractions. 
As expected, this resulted in a greater incentive 
for size fractionation; 4 cents per barrel in 
contrast to the 2 cents per barrel using the 
base condition yields. (Figure l7-B). 
4. Incentive for Retorting Fines 
The incentive for developing a process to retort all 
the fines at a cost 50% greater than the cost to 
retort normal size fractions at 500 mass rate is 
4 to 8 cents per barrel as shown on Figure 13. The 
incentive for retorting the 8 mesh to 1/4 inch, 
which is about half of the fines, is 2 to 3 cents 
per barrel. Since total mining and crushing cost 
about $1.00 per barrel(incremental costs are less), 
fines are about 8% of the mine run, and it costs 
more to retort fines the 4 to 8 cents per barrel; 
this incentive is quite reasonable. 
5. Effect of Shale Richness 
A small amount of experience on Retort No. 1 and No. 2 
indicated that it might be feasible to retort 35 gallons 
per ton shale with the Gas-Combustion Retort. There­
fore the economics of retorting up to 40 gallons per 
- 21 ­
ton shale were evaluated. Richer shale reduces the 
amount of shale that has to be mined and crushed~ 
however, it is anticipated that the mining cost will 
be greater because of the reduced number of benches 
and larger hauls. Since no mining cost study for 
retorting 35 and 40 gallons per ton shale has been 
developed, we have assumed that mining cost may be as 
much as 10 cents per ton higher for 35 gallons per 
ton shale and 20 cents per ton higher for 40 gallons 
per ton shale. 
The incentive for m1n1ng 35 gallons per ton shale 
over 30 gallons per ton shale is 16 cents per barrel 
if basic mining costs, other than the effect of fixed 
cost when reducing production rate in order to main­
tain the 50,000 barrels per day oil production, do not 
increase. A 10 cents per ton increase in the basic 
mining cost would reduce this incentive to 2 cents 
per barrel. (Figure 19). 
The incentive for mining 40 gallons per ton shale 
over 30 gallons per ton shale is 29 cents per barrel 
assuming no increase in basic mining cost. A 20 
cent per ton increase in the basic mining cost would 
reduce this incentive to 3 cents per barrel. (Figure 19). 
FIGUHE 19 
EI<'FEC'r OF SHALE RICHNESS on COSTS '1'0 
OIL 
Base ConcH tions; l. 30 gal/ton shale. 
2 . Retorting h<11f the fines. 
3. 47.G¢/ton Elinin<j cost. 
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APPENDIX B continued 
DATA INPU'r FOPJvl FOR COST PROGRlU1 2 
NO'l'ES: 
1. 	 Identification Card must be the first data card after 
program is loaded, and it may only be used once per 
program loading. 
2. 	 The No. of Fractions Retorted must also be equal to the 
number of fraction data cards which follow; no blank 
cards are permitted. 
3. 	 The End of Job Card causes the on line message "Job 
Complete - Push Start to Continuel! to be printed and 





TYPICAL COST PROGRAr1 2PRIN'rOU'I' .---------------:----,,-- . 
CASE NO MAX SIZE 3.000 DATA T,I\f3LE 6 
DATE 11/20/66 REITZ-SNYDER 
FRACTION ONE H!O THREE FOUR FIVE 
WEIGHT PCT 1.300 97.400 1 0300 .000 .000 
PETQb1T YLD 85.00 E13.70 .00 .00 ,00 83.71 
1-1/\SS RATE 2;0.00 5~().OO .00 .00 .00 l~90.31 
i nED HEIGHT 10.00 14.50 .00 .00 .00 14.3'}
.1 
AIR 5.000 {f. {~OO .oor; .000 .000 
f-<ECYCLF l,J.OOO 1{,.600 .000 .000 .000 
PRESS DROD 12.00 14.90 .00 .00 .00 
M I t'-ll NG CRUSH RE:TORT COi'·1P BED HT TOTAL 
CENTS/DOL 80. <"+0 22.53 {~t!. 25 4.25 -1.69 155.37 
82.628 PCT YLD MIN~ RUN 5.012 C/8 DISPOSAL COST 
30.00 GPT RSFA 
Pt'JSnyder 
12/20/66 
1 of 7 
APPENDIX D 

FORTRJ\N SOURCE PROGRAH LIS':I'ING 

C PROGRAM 2 - ECONOMIC ANALYSIS - COST CALCULATION 
C RICH SHALE MODiFICATION 
C PROGRAM BY R. A. REITZ 
DIMENSION SCD%5n. S%Sn. C%sc. WTPCT%5 C • YLDRT%50. SMR%50 
DIMENSION RHT%50. AIR%50. RCY%SO, DP%5c. DC%50 
READ A04 
10 READ 800. NCHK. NCASF.. NCARD. NDTT 
800 FORMAT % 415 0 
IF % ~CHK - 200 ° 12.16. 60 
C READ AND LIST BASIC COST DATA 
12 READ 801. 8MNG. EXPM. EXPCR. BBHT. RSFA 
001 	 FORMAT %5 F5.20 

NDT II NDTT 

READ 802. SCD%lo. SCD%20, SCD%3w• SCD%4 0 • SCD%50 

802 	FORMAT % 5FSo3 ° 
READ 803. S%10.C%lo.S%20.C%20.S%30.C%30.S%40.C%40.S%So,C%50 
803 FORMAT %10 FS.2 ° 
804 FORMAT % BX.30H THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR DATE ° 
PUNCH 806 

806 FORMAT % lOX ° 

PUNCH 805. NDT 

805 FORMAT %29H 
 BASIC COST DATA TABLE. 15 0 
PUNCH 80 t.. 
PUNCH 807. BMNG. EXPM 
807 FORMAT %9X. 7H MINING.F7.3.14H C/T VARIED BY.F5.2. 6H POWER 0 
PUNCH A~9. EXPCR 
PUNCH (q 0 
BASE FRACTIONS EXTRA ° 

-, 2 of 7 
PUNCH fl.1 1 
811 FORMAT ~15X,43H ~IZE CO~I ,SCREENED COST tJ 
PUNCH Rl2, S~Ln, CXLc, L, 
812 FORMAT %14X,F6.3.4H IN •• F7.3,5H C/T ,8X,I2.3X,F7.3,5H C/T 0 
14 CONTINUE 
PUNCH A7?". BOHT 
872 FORMAT %9X,23H BED HEIGHT ADJUSTED BY.F6.3,12H C/6 PER FT.a 
PUNCI-4 870. RSFA 
870 FORMAT X9X.26H RAW SHALE FlSCH~R ASSAY -.F6.2. 51-1 GDT. 0 
GO TO 10 
16 DO 19 Jill. NCARD 9 1 
813 FORMAT ~ 8 F7.3 c 
19 CONTINUE 
JA II ..I & 

DO 22 ..IS II JA.5,1
• 
WT'CT%JBO II 0.0 




3 of 7 
BHT%JRn /I 0.0 

AIR%JFJtI /I 0.0 

RCY%JBn /I 0.0 

DP%JBa /I 0.0 

22 	CONTINUE 
C 	 START CALCULATIONS 

SUl'vl II 0.0 

DO 24 JC II 1 • J • 1 

24 	SUt>1 II SUI\Il & \HPCT%Jca 
.~WTPCT%JAa /I 100.0 SUI\Il 

YLDMR /I 0.0 

DO 26 JO II 1.J, 

26 	YLOMR /I YLDMR & %WTPCT%JDC* YLDRT%JDac 
YLDt>m It YLDMr~ / % 1 00.00 . 
AYLD /I %YLDMR * %100.000 / SUM 
ASMR /I 0.0 

DO 28 JE /I 1 • J. 1 

28 	ASMR /I ASMR (, %WTPCT%JEc / SMR%JEco 

ASMR /I SUM / ASMR 

ABHT /I 0 .. 0 

DO 30 JF II 1 t J, 1 

30 	ABHT " ABHT (, %WTPCT%JFrl i.e BHT%JFcc / SfViR%Jf"0 
A6HT II %ABHT * ASMRn / SUM­
C 	 START COST CALCULATIONS 
FRSFA II %30.0 / RSFAa**0~7 
Dl /I 100.0 - AYLD 
03 /I LOGF %ASMRn / %2.3026 c 
D2 - %~I 0 * 03 
4 of 7 
IF %CRET - 47.00 32. 34, 34 

32 04 n %- 223400 0 /%ASMR * AYLO ~c 

CRET n (RET &%1.165 * AYLD 

34 	CRET II CRET * FRSFA 
CMNG II 1.45 * 8MNG * %%3000.0/%RSFA * YLDMRCO** EXPMO 
KB H a 
35 	K8 II K8 & 1 

CHECK H S%KfHl SMAX 

IF %·CH~CK 0 36. 38, 38 

36 CHECK Q % - CHECK 0 

38 IF %CHECK -%0.100 44.44. 40 

40 IF %5 - K80 42. 42. 35 

42 TYPE 820. NCASE. SMAX 





821 	 FORMAT %10X.33H NO SOLUTION FOUND IN SIZE TABLE 0 

BCR II 0.0 

GO TO 46 

44 	BCR H C%KBo & SCO%Jo 
46 	CCR II 1.50 * BCR * %%3000.0/%RSFA * YLDMRoo** EXPCRO 
DO 48 K II 1. J. 
OC%Kc II %31.2 (, O.51*DP%KOO * %%2. 55-u'A rR%KOO (, RCY%KOO 
48 	DC%Kn II %DC%Ko / YLDRT%Koo - 7.69 

CCOMP II 0.0 

00 50 K2 II 1 • J. 1 

50 	CCOMP II CCOMP & WTPCT%K20 * DC%K20 ~ 
CCOt/iP II CCOMP ~* FRSFA / SUiV, 
CBHT II 8AHT * FRSFA * %ABHT - 18 0 00 
CDIS H 5g04*%%%30.6*%BO.&.2*WTPCT%JACCW/~~0F~~YLDMR~o**.60 
5 of 7 
CTOT h CM~G & CCR & CRET & CCOMP & C5HT & CDIS 
C PRINT OUTPUT 
PUNCH 832 
PUNCH 832 
PUNCH 830. NCASE. SMAX. NDT 
830 	FORMAT%12X.8H CASE NO.I5.1IH DATA TABLE.I4c 
PUNCH 80'~ 
PUNCH 032 
832 	FORMAT ~lOXD 
PUNCH 833 
833 FORMAT%42H FRACTION ONE T\,tJO THREE: FOUR.8r1 FIVEo 
•
835 FORMAT %12H WEIGHT PCT. 5F8.3 D 

PUNCH 837. YLDRT%lo,YLDRT%20.YLORT%30,YLDRT%4c,YLORT%5C.AYLD 

837 FORMAT %12H RETORT YLD, F7.2, 5FB.2 c 

PUNCH 038~ SMR%10.SMR%20.SMR%3n.SMR%4C.SMR%5 C ,ASMR 

838 FORMAT %11H MASS RATE. 6F8.2 0 

839 	FORMAT %12H RED HEIGHT. F7.2, 5F8.2 C 
840 FORMAT' %1\H AIR • 5F8.3 0 

PUNCH 841. RCY%lc,RCY%2c.RCY%30.RCY%40.RCY%5c 

841 FORMAT %11H RECYCLE • 5F8.3 0 





844 	FORMAT%12X.47H MINING CRUSH RETORT corltP B.ED HT TOTALO.. 
fUNCH 845. CMNG. CCR. CRET,CCOMP. CSHY, CTOT 
6 of 7 
q45 FORMAT %11H CENTS/BRL. 6 F8.2 n 
PUNCH 846. YLDMR, CDIS 
846 FORMAT %Fll.3.17H peT YLD MINE RUN.Fll.3,18H C/8 DISPOSAL COSTe 
PUNCH 871, r<SFA 
871 FORMAT % FIO.2.11H GPT RSFA n 
GO TO 10 
60 TYPF.: QOO 
900 FORMAT %lOX.39H JOB COMPLETE - PUSH START TO CONTINUE 0 
PAU'SE 
GO TO 10 
ENJ) 
7 of 7 
ABET Heightec1. average bed ght, ft. 

AIR( Air rate, MSCF/Ton. 

ASl'lR Weighted ave shale mass rate, lhs./(hr) (ft 2 ). 

l~YLD Weighted average yield on retorted shale, % RSFA. 

BBB'I' Incremental bed height cost, ¢/bbl. per 

BCR Base crushing cost at 84,000 T/CD, ¢/Ton. 

BE'1' ( Bed height, ft. 

Bm-JG Base mining cost at 84,000 T/CD, ¢/Ton. 

C ( ) Cost of crushing to maxim.um size S ( ), ¢/'1'on. 

CBI-IT Correction for incremental bed height, ¢/bbl. 

CCO~'lP Correction for co)~rt)ression cost, ¢/bbl. 

CCR Cost of crushing, ¢/bbl. 

CDIS Cost of spent shale and fines di I, ¢/bbl. 

CHECK Intermediate calculation variable. 

CHNG Cost of mining, ¢/bbl. 

CRET Base retorting cost, ¢/bbl. 

C'l'O'l' Total Ie processing cost, ¢/bbl. 

Dl, D2, D3, 

D4, DC ( Intermediate calculation variables. 
DP ( ) Retort pressure droPi inches of water. 
EXPCR Exponential factor for usting crushing cost. 
EXPl1 Exponential factor for adjusting mining cost. 
FRSFA Factor to adjust all retorting costs from 30 GFT 
Assay to specified assay. 
J Number of [rac-tions processed. 
JI'l. Number of fraction which represents fines rejected. 
JJ3, JC, JD 
.JE, JF Indexes for DO loops. 
K, K2 Index for DO loops. 
KB Intermediate calculation variable. 
L Index for a DO loop. 
NCARD Number of cards to be read for the case. 
NCASE Case· nurlber. 
NCHX Specifies type of data to follow. 
NDT Data tab):, nUff'ber. 
NDrfT Tem~orary storage for data table number. 
RCY ( Recycle rate, MSCF/Ton. 
RSFl'. Raw shale Fischer Assay, GPT. 
S ( ) Crushing plant maximum ze In maximum size versus 
cost table. 
scne Screening cost differential for number of fractions 
screened that are retorted. 
S~1AX Maximum size of crusher plant product in case to be 
calculated. 
Sl'4R ( Shale mass.rate, lbs/( ) (ft2 ). 
SUH Weight percent of mine run to be retorted. 
WTPCT ( Weight percent of mine run for fraction. 
YLDr·111 Yield of oil based o~ total mine run, % RSFA. 
YLDR'll ( Yield on rctortinq the frac , % RSFA. 
R'\Reitz 
12/15/(( 
